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Oct. 8, 2019 (PORTLAND, Ore.) — Hydra Research is proud to announce the release of the 
company’s flagship 3D printer, the Nautilus. After a successful pre-order campaign, the Nautilus 
is finally available for purchase to the public at www.HydraResearch3D.com! The Nautilus offers 
an integrated software, hardware, and material solution specifically designed to leverage the 
best that the open source community has to offer. Combined with HydraCare’s customizable 
coverage and consulting options, the Nautilus has the support to keep working hard day after 
day. 
 
Dynamic and Powerful 
The Nautilus is loaded with the latest and greatest community-led innovations from trusted 
manufacturers, including E3D and Duet3D, to offer you the best possible 3D printing 
experience. The Nautilus’ innovative quick-change Tool Cartridge system integrates E3D’s V6 
HotEnd and allows you to swap from high resolution to rapid draft printing in seconds with 
durable, abrasion-resistant hardware that gives you the freedom to pick the right material for the 
job. The Nautilus supports a wide portfolio of materials including ABS, Flexible, Nylon, and fiber 
composites so you can match final production or print reliable end-use parts. 
 

“I personally was blown away by the ease and speed you could switch nozzles on the 
Nautilus. It makes a task which would normally require a level of technical skill to 
complete properly, achievable by just about anyone. We're looking forward to seeing 
Nautilus printers out in the wild, and our continued collaboration with Hydra Research” 
-Sam Tumilty, E3D 

 
HydraCare 
Our customers aren’t just buying another piece of hardware for their lab. Hydra Care offers 
individualized support for engineers to help them meet deadlines and ship product. We offer 
customizable HydraCare support and consulting packages with your Nautilus to make sure you 
always have a functioning printer and beautiful results. From hardware hotswaps to keep your 
machines running, to design and material consulting to optimize results, the experienced team 
at Hydra will customize a plan to suit your needs. 
 
Reliable 
Our team is obsessed with bringing industrial-grade performance to your desktop. Using the 
highest quality parts, the Nautilus is designed to be reliable in high-uptime environments. The 
full enclosure helps ensure print success with challenging materials like ABS, PVC, and Nylon 
while keeping fumes contained and easily ventilated. 

http://www.hydraresearch3d.com/


 
“As a company, our primary goal is producing world-class hardware on an open source 
platform. Manufacturers like E3D, Duet3D, and Fillamentum combine these values 
perfectly”-John Kray, Founder and CEO of Hydra Research 
 

Design/Form 
The power and reliability of the Nautilus is packed into a beautiful, sleek frame that will look 
good in the shop or on your desk. Top loading filament and a small footprint make the Nautilus 
fit perfectly on warehouse shelving, making it ideal for building a print farm and expanding 
production capacity. 
 
Workflow 
From material loading to post-processing, the team at Hydra Research has thought of ways to 
make every aspect of your 3D printing workflow easier. The Nautilus takes advantage of the 
industry-leading slicer, Cura, paired with hundreds of specifically tuned profiles to make slicing a 
breeze. 
 
About Hydra Research 
Hydra Research is a printer manufacturer, filament distributor, and 3D print service provider 
based in Portland, OR, USA. Hydra began in 2016 as a peer-to-peer print service in the 
founder’s closet and has grown substantially in the last three years. All Nautilus printers are 
manufactured at Hydra’s facility in Portland. 
 
The Nautilus is available now at www.HydraResearch3D.com 
For more information and a media gallery visit: www.HydraResearch3D.com/press-resources 
Contact Hydra at: 
info@hydraresearch3d.com 
(503) 849-4879 
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